Abstract-Omnidirectional image and video have gained popularity thanks to availability of capture and display devices for this type of content. Recent studies have assessed performance of objective metrics in predicting visual quality of omnidirectional content. These metrics, however, have not been rigorously validated by comparing their prediction results with groundtruth subjective scores. In this paper, we present a set of 360-degree images along with their subjective quality ratings. The set is composed of four contents represented in two geometric projections and compressed with three different codecs at four different bitrates. A range of objective quality metrics for each stimulus is then computed and compared to subjective scores. Statistical analysis is performed in order to assess performance of each objective quality metric in predicting subjective visual quality as perceived by human observers. Results show the estimated performance of the state-of-the-art objective metrics for omnidirectional visual content. Objective metrics specifically designed for 360-degree content do not outperform conventional methods designed for 2D images.
I. INTRODUCTION
Omnidirectional image and video, also referred to as 360-degree or cinematic virtual reality (VR) content, represent the form of immersive visual content providing viewers with an ability to look in all directions within a scene. The overall accessible field of view can cover a full sphere, a semi-sphere, or a spherical segment. Users are able to freely change the viewing direction by means of a head or device movement; it is also possible to navigate manually using gestures. Compression and visual quality assessment of omnidirectional images and video have recently attracted a lot of interest in scientific and engineering communities, mainly due to the latest technology developments simplifying the process of acquisition, delivery, and visualization of such 360-degree content.
Being intrinsically of a spherical nature, omnidirectional images and video are often represented in one of the geometrical panoramic projections suitable for their storage and visualization. Nowadays, two projections are widely used for VR content representation, namely, equirectangular and cubic. The first, an equirectangular projection, is well known as one of the geographical mappings [1] . The second, a cubic projection, originally comes from the field of computer graphics where it has been known for decades [2] . The latter, however, has many variations in omnidirectional imaging since cube faces can be ordered and placed differently in the mapped image frame.
360-degree images and video can be acquired with a singlesensor omnidirectional camera, a multi-sensor camera, or a set of cameras mounted on a rig. The latter two acquisition setups require an additional procedure referred to as a stitching process, which fuses pictures from different sensors together in order to form an omnidirectional image. Stitching is typically performed on-board in multi-sensor cameras and as a postprocessing step in multi-camera systems. Single-sensor capturing devices, such as catadioptric [3] , have become obsolete, whilst multi-camera 1 and multi-sensor 2 systems are now highly adopted by consumer electronics industry.
There are several ways to visualize and consume omnidirectional image and video content. The most immersive method requires subjects to wear a head-mounted display (HMD). A real-time head motion tracking of an HMD allows presentation of a part of the omnidirectional content (viewport) corresponding to the direction user looks at. A different way of consuming 360-degree images and video is via hand-held devices by exploiting their accelerometer features, which allows presentation of a desired viewport related to a pan-tilt position. Another less immersive approach is to visualize omnidirectional content on a regular screen assuming the navigation through the content manually, e.g. by using gestures.
Due to full-spherical coverage, omnidirectional visual content requires significantly higher resolution, when compared to conventional 2D content, to satisfy consumer expectations. Such requirements emphasize the importance of an appropriate compression algorithm to efficiently cope with delivery and storage of such a content. Evidently, existing image and video compression algorithms, developed for conventional 2D visual information, can be adapted to cope with 360-degree content. Nevertheless, a suitable compression algorithm must take into account the intrinsic spherical nature of omnidirectional content. Recent studies on compression attempt to improve its efficiency by addressing geometrical representations [4] [5], adaptive delivery [6] [7] , and spherical nature of the visual content [8] [9] .
An important part of the development of future 360-degree image and video compression algorithms is related to the selection of objective metrics used to automate the process of visual quality assessment. So far, however, there is no agreement on which metrics should be used to predict perceived quality of omnidirectional content as there is not enough evidence about their performance. Recently, new objective metrics for omnidirectional content have been introduced [10] [11] . Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, no attempt to benchmark their performance has been performed. To benchmark the available objective metrics, a ground-truth data is necessary. The most reliable way to obtain such ground-truth data is by means of subjective quality evaluation. Little to nothing has been done towards subjective evaluation of omnidirectional content. In [12] , authors present new strategies for assessing the quality of composite video streams focusing on videoconferencing applications only. A testbed for subjective assessment of omnidirectional content using HMD is presented in [13] next to the results of a pilot subjective experiment.
The aim of this paper is to assess the performance of available objective metrics designed specifically for omnidirectional visual content against ground-truth subjective mean opinion scores (MOS). Additionally, a comparison to the performance of conventional 2D objective metrics has been carried out. The objective metrics are evaluated, in terms of commonly used performance indexes, i.e. linearity, monotonicity, accuracy, and consistency, based on their correlation with the perceived visual quality. It is shown that VIFP objective metric provide the best performance indexes. However, overall results indicate the need for new algorithms, which better predict perceived quality of omnidirectional content.
The remainder of this paper is structured in the following way. Section II describes a subjective evaluation experiment, including dataset, methodology, test environment, statistical analysis, and results. Section III presents a set of objective metrics used for benchmarking, their descriptions, performance evaluation, and discussion of results. Section IV concludes the paper. 
II. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION
This section provides a detailed account of the experiment on subjective visual quality evaluation of omnidirectional content conducted by the authors. First, the dataset used for assessment is described and presented. Then the methodology and experimental environment are described. Finally, the analysis of results is presented followed by a discussion.
A. Dataset
Four high fidelity uncompressed omnidirectional images represented in equirectangular projection were used to produce an evaluation test-set; an additional image different from Omnidirectional video sequences were examined, and a still frame from each of the selected four sequences was taken to compose the dataset. Figure 1 depicts the selected contents in equirectangular projection. In order to keep the balance in spatial complexity and colors, spatial index (SI) [14] and colorfulness (CF) [15] were taken into account when selecting the images. Table I shows SI and CF for the contents used in the experiment.
Original images are represented in YUV color-space format with 4:2:0 chroma sub-sampling. Initial high resolution images were down-sampled using bi-cubic interpolation to a 3000 × 1500 pixels in order to correspond with the resolution of the HMD screen used in the experiments. Reference original images were then remapped to a cubic projection with rotated faces. This projection is a variation of a cubic mapping introducing the least amount of additional non-continuities (face edges) to the picture. Figure 2 shows an example of image represented in the cubic projection with rotated faces.
Both equirectangular and cubic images were compressed with three different codecs, namely JPEG, JPEG 2000, and HEVC intra. Afterwards, an expert screening was conducted to select bitrates representing the full scale of visual quality. As a result, four target bitrates, namely 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00 bits per pixel, were selected. To compress original images with JPEG, JPEG 2000, and HEVC, the libjpeg 3 , OpenJPEG 4 , and FFmpeg with x265 5 software packages were used, respectively. The selected parameters and settings for all the codecs exploited in the subjective experiments are presented in Table II . In order to perform subjective assessments, all the encoded images were decompressed using the same respective software packages to produce reconstructed impaired stimuli.
B. Methodology
The experiment was conducted in the Multimedia Signal Processing Group (MMSPG) laboratory in EPFL where naïve subjects were invited to participate. It was performed according to Absolute Category Rating with Hidden Reference (ACR-HR) method described in [14] . ACR-HR is a single stimulus evaluation where the reference stimuli are randomly shown to observers among the impaired images. Stimuli are presented subsequently to subjects, and voting is performed after each viewing. Images are assessed using five-grade quality scale with the following levels: "5 -Excellent", "4 -Good", "3 -Fair", "2 -Poor", and "1 -Bad".
The observers were placed in an immersive environment where omnidirectional images were presented to them by means of an HMD. Immersive textual instructions were provided inside the VR along with a verbal guidance by the experimenter. Every test session started with an immersive training, consisted of three consequently shown images of a content not used in the evaluations. Subjects observed the examples of "Excellent", "Bad", and "Fair" quality levels shown in this particular order and were provided with the explanations and illustrations of impairment artifacts which can be found in the images. During the evaluation, subjects assessed the stimuli shown to them consequently without any time restrictions. When ready to rate an image subjects had to activate a 3D immersive voting menu by pressing a button and select the grade proceeding immediately to the next image. All stimuli were automatically randomized in each session.
All the steps described above in the current subsection including immersive training and evaluation were conducted using a testbed for subjective evaluation of omnidirectional visual content proposed in [13] . This software was developed for iOS and is publicly available for download 6 . It renders omnidirectional images with OpenGL using perspective projection and bi-cubic interpolation. The testbed allows uploading test stimuli to a device and changing immersive textual instructions. Voting data is acquired by the software and stored on the device. It can be further transmitted to a server for processing.
The following hardware equipment was used to perform immersive subjective quality evaluation of omnidirectional images along with the software testbed. During the experiment subjects were wearing an HMD composed of a VR headmount with buttons 7 and a mobile device installed inside as a screen. iPhone 6 was used to display the images. The overall resolution of the phone's screen is 1334 × 750 pixels, which gives 667 × 750 pixels per eye. The vertical field of view provided by the hardware-software solution is 90 degrees and corresponds to 8.33 pixels per degree. All the subjects were sitting on a rotatable chair during the assessment.
Prior to the experiment a non-immersive training was provided to the subjects. The experimenter explained the purpose of the evaluation, showed examples of compression artifacts, and pointed to differences between coding and stitching artifacts. Subjects were instructed not to assess stitching artifacts. The test material, consisting of 104 test stimuli, was randomly distributed between two sessions. Each participant took part only in one session in order to shorten the time when the subject is exposed to VR immersive environment to a maximum of 25 minutes. Overall, 41 naïve subjects participated in the experiment. One subject was not able to complete the evaluations due to motion sickness. Subjects, 25 males and 15 females, were between 18 and 32 years old with an average and median of 24.9 and 24.8, respectively. All the participants were tested for correct color vision and visual acuity using Ishihara and Snellen charts respectively. An additional evaluation session was independently conducted with 5 expert viewers at 74 th JPEG meeting in Geneva.
C. Data Analysis
Outliers detection was performed separately on the raw experimental data from each of two test sessions, since an individual subject had only assessed stimuli from one subset. Boxplot based method was used to remove outliers in the same way as in [16] . One subject was detected as an outlier in the first session. Therefore, to preserve the symmetry of the data, one randomly selected subject was removed from the second session. MOS values were computed for each stimulus in the entire dataset as mean values for the set of scores provided by different subjects. To estimate statistical significance, 95% confidence intervals (CI), assuming a Students t-distribution of the scores, were computed alongside with MOS values. Figure 3 shows MOSs and CIs plotted for different contents. MOSs obtained from naïve subjects were shown to be highly correlated with expert subjects results. More particularly, standard correlation indexes between naïve and expert scores are PLCC = 0.95, SROCC = 0.87, RMSE = 0.40. Certainly, this allows us to consider the subjective evaluation results being reliable and consistent.
D. Results and Discussion
The results of the subjective evaluation experiment and the data analysis show, as expected, higher performance of HEVC and JPEG 2000 when compared to JPEG at lower bitrates. Some of the contents, however, namely "Pole Vault" and "Skateboard Trick", are systematically underrated, which can be possibly explained by the lower perceptual quality of the original pictures. Other explanations for the former can be the following. There are many human faces in the "Pole Vault" content, and thus, due to a relatively low resolution of the HMD screen, observers' expectations to distinguish facial features were not met. In the "Skateboard Trick" content, there is an artificially blurred circle below the camera used to camouflage a tripod, which could influence the decision of naïve subjects.This hypothesis is supported by the fact that in the expert subjective results "Skateboard Trick" reference stimuli was not underrated, whilst "Pole Vault" was.
When compressing images represented in a cubic projection, edges of continuous parts of the frame are distorted nonuniformly with different intensity. This makes cube-face borders distinguishable for some stimuli in the rendered viewport when observed using an HMD. Experimental results, indeed, show lower scores for cubic mapping at medium bitrates and the same scores as for equirectangular mapping at high and low bitrates. This may occur for the reason that at high bitrates there are no impairments, and at low bitrates the entire image is distorted, thus only at medium bitrates the cube-face borders are distinguishable due to compression artifacts.
III. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION
This section presents objective evaluation data for omnidirectional visual content obtained by calculating particular metrics. Performance of these metrics is then evaluated by comparison to the ground-truth subjective scores. Finally, the results are presented alongside with a discussion.
Omnidirectional visual content can be assessed with conventional 2D objective metrics as well as with metrics designed specifically for 360-degree images. Here we provide a list of objective evaluation methods used in this study. The following objective metrics were computed:
• Conventional 2D metrics [17] . This weighting reduces the impact of the pixels with higher latitudes. It should be noted that WS-PSNR is only applicable for images in equirectangular projection.
3) Craster Parabolic Projection PSNR (CPP-PSNR). Both
an assessed image and a reference are re-mapped to a Craster parabolic projection, then PSNR is computed in that domain [11] .
To compute conventional objective metrics, namely PSNR, SSIM, MSSSIM, and VIFP, a publicly available software package VQMT 8 was used. For metrics designed specifically for omnidirectional content, S-PSNR, WS-PSNR, and CPP-PSNR, publicly available Samsung 360 Tools 9 were used.
A. Performance Evaluation
Standard performance indexes, namely, the Pearson linear correlation coefficient (PLCC), the Spearman rank order correlation coefficient (SROCC), the Root mean square error (RMSE), and the Outlier ratio (OR), were computed to compare objective results with the ground-truth subjective ratings. To calculate the above listed performance coefficients, the raw objective evaluation data was fitted to the MOS values. 8 http://mmspg.epfl.ch/vqmt 9 https://github.com/Samsung/360tools. Commit: 0x54845f0
Logistic fitting was performed considering that the data is in different scope and in order to compensate possible saturation of subjective scores. One can see the fitted curves in Figure 4 . Table III presents linearity, monotonicity, accuracy, and consistency indexes. These indexes were computed assuming different mapping schemes of test data:
A -for equirectangular projection, on all the contents, B -for cubic projection, on all the contents, C -for both projections, on all the contents, D -for both projections, each content separately.
More specifically, for A and B cases the fitting was performed only for the data points representing each individual projection, for C and D cases the fitting was performed on all the contents to compute the indexes. Moreover, for D case, an average of resulted indexes for each content was considered. Figure 4 shows scatter plots of MOS values against objective metrics. For the cases A, B, and C, the results of the objective metrics performance evaluation show only moderate correlations with the ground-truth subjective scores and do not significantly change for different projections. As it can be seen from scatter plots in the Figure 4 , points are sparse and not concentrated along the fitting curve. Moreover, objective metrics designed specifically for omnidirectional visual content do not show better performance when compared to common objective quality evaluation measures. For the case D, performance per content is significantly higher compared to cases A, B, and C. However, conventional metrics still outperform those designed for 360-degree content.
B. Results and Discussion
Since S-PSNR, WS-PSNR, and CPP-PSNR are all based on PSNR, it is reasonable to compare them mutually. Looking at the scatter plots in the Figure 4 , one can notice that the distribution patterns of the score points are of high similarity for all the PSNR based metrics showing strong content dependency.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have provided the results of a subjective evaluation experiment on omnidirectional images. A total number of 45 observers were involved in the study, including 40 naïve and 5 expert participants. Subjective evaluation scores were obtained for 104 test stimuli. Seven objective metrics, among which three are specifically designed to assess omnidirectional visual content, were calculated for each stimuli. Rigorous performance evaluation has been carried out for objective quality metrics for omnidirectional visual content.
Analysis of the obtained subjective and objective scores indicates moderate performance of investigated metrics for omnidirectional visual content. Being PSNR based, these metrics do not outperform significantly their ancestor in predicting visual quality of omnidirectional content. All the evidence above suggests that the problem of better objective quality evaluation methods for omnidirectional visual content remains open. The future work should consider developing a more suitable objective metric for 360-degree content.
